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Finite "eld towers GF(q) are considered, where P"p

p
2p and all primes
p

are distinct factors of (q!1). Under this condition irreducible binomials of the form
x!c can be used for recursive extension of "nite "elds. We give description of an
in"nite sequence of irreducible binomials, new e!ective algorithms for fast mul-
tiplication and inversion in the tower, and "nite and asymptotic estimates of arithme-
tic complexity. It is important that the achievable asymptotic estimate of the complex-
ity has the form O (logQ loglogQ), Q"q, where log

551 and  is the minimal
factor of q!1.  2002 Elsevier Science (USA)1. INTRODUCTION
Iterated presentations for in"nite towers of extended "elds, complexity of
their arithmetic, and close problems were considered, e.g., in [1}17], and the
references therein. The most fundamental results on iterated presentation are
given in [10]. Useful ideas and details for construction of irreducible poly-
nomials are considered in [11]. The necessary basic theorems are given in
[13, 14]. The review of known results on "nite "eld presentation and com-
plexity of arithmetics can be found in [17].
Complexity of arithmetic (multiplication and inversion) over some towers
was considered brie#y in [1, 2, 12]. It was shown there that the complexity ofThis work was supported in part by Swedish Royal Academy of Sciences.
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TOWERS OF FINITE FIELDS 217multiplication and inversion could be less than a quadratic function of the
"nite "eld dimension. Our goal is decreasing of arithmetic complexity for
"nite "elds due to their structure. We intend to investigate a tower structure
of a "nite "eld and a special choice of the tower parameters which brings the
lower upper estimate for the complexity. A part of this work was brie#y
presented in [3}5].
The problem of fast arithmetic over GF (p ), p prime, can be treated as fast
polynomial multiplication and inversion by modulo irreducible polynomial
of the degree m. A known method uses embedding of the polynomial coe$-
cients into the proper surrogate "eld F(), '2mp, with e!ective Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) over F() [9, 15]. Then the complexity of fast
polynomial multiplication could be O(m logm) operations in F () and
O(m logm) for fast polynomial inversion based on the Fast Euclidean Pro-
cedure [7]. This way is highly universal but its main weak point is related to
the choice of a surrogate "eld with e!ective FFT. Moreover, if p is "xed and
m is growing it is natural to use the complexity measure based on the
arithmetic complexity for the ground "eld GF (p). Then the surrogate "eld
gives an additional factor of order logm, at least. So, we could expect an
estimate not better than O(m logm) operations in GF(p) for multiplication
and not better than O (m logm) for inversion. Another scheme of calculation
of the same complexity can be made in a tower K

"GF(q)PK

"
GF(q)PK

"GF ((q) ) where km and q52

. The sub"eld K

can be
used now for fast multiplication in K

based on FFT.
To improve the complexity estimate we use the last scheme recursively as
proposed in the current paper. This idea leads to the estimate O(m logm)
with (2 for multiplication. Our approach gives an improvement by order
O(logm) for in"nite subset of "nite "eld set. The main points of our approach
are the following:
 a ground "eld GF(q) is "xed and the extension degree m of GF(q ) is
growing,
 all arithmetic operations are reduced to the "xed ground "eld,
 only sub"eld structure of the "nite "eld is used for fast multiplication
and inversion over the given "eld.
So, we do not need any surrogate "eld for fast calculation but we need an
iterated "eld structure like a tower. As a penalty for this approach, the tower
structure de"nes strongly the recursive structure of fast calculation proced-
ures and, as a consequence of this, we lose universality. The e$ciency of our
method is growing with the number of factors of m. It may be that the main
motivation for this research, except for a complexity investigation, is to "nd
a very simple implementation of towers arithmetic.
Let GF (q) be a Galois "eld of q elements. An extensions of GF (q) to a "eld
GF(q) is called a p-extension. Let P"p

, p

,2, p be a set of distinct
primes p

, p

,2, p with t51, where p )p )2 )p (q!1). Given a set of
218 AFANASSIEV AND DAVYDOVnonnegative integers n

, j"1, 2,2, h, k"1, 2,2, t where n51 at
least for one k for every j"1, 2,2, h, we introduce integers P of the
form
P

" 

p

, n

50. (1)
The iterated design of a P-tower is de"ned level by level. The jth level of
a P-tower K
	
, j4h, is a P

-extension of a sub"eld K

starting from
a ground "eld K

"GF (q). After h consecutive extensions we get a P-tower
K
	
"GF(q2	)"GF(q
		
 
		
 2
		 
 ) where
S (h, k)" 	

n

, S(0, k)"0, k"1, 2,2, t. (2)
Everywhere in the paper we use the polynomial basis of an extended "nite
"eld. By de"nition, a P

-extension K

PK

is obtained with a monic
polynomial f

(x) of degree P

, irreducible over K

. As it is known x3K

is
one of the roots of f

(x) [10]. Having a sequence of polynomials f

(x) of
degrees P

, j"1, 2,2, h, we obtain an iterated presentation of a tower
GF(q
		
 
		
 2
		 
 ) over the ground "eld GF (q) [10, De"nition 3.1]. In"nite
sequences f

(x) and n

, j"1, 2, 3,2, k"1, 2,2, t, give an iterated presenta-
tion of in"nite towers GF(q 2 ). As usual GF*(q)"GF(q)0 and
K*
	
"GF* (q2	).
The main results of the paper are the P-tower structures with new algo-
rithms for multiplication and inversion that give an almost linear complexity
estimate with the tower dimension (similar to the SchoK nhage}Strassen esti-
mate [16] for integers).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a modi"cation and
development of the known iterated presentations for in"nite towers and
develop a new iterated presentation for in"nite P-towers. In Section 3 we give
new algorithms for fast multiplication and multiplicative inversion adopted
to the P-towers. In Section 4 we derive recursive equations for complexity of
the multiplication and inversion algorithms and obtain exact solutions of
these equations. In Section 5 asymptotic estimates of the arithmetic complex-
ity for P-towers are considered.
2. ITERATED PRESENTATION FOR TOWERS OF FIELDS
Let (a, b) be g.c.d. of integers a and b. The following iterated presentations
for towers have been described in [10, Chap. 3, 11, Theorem 6].
TOWERS OF FINITE FIELDS 219THEOREM 1 [10]. ¸et a ground ,eld GF (q) be given and let p be an integer
such that
pO2 is prime, (p, q)"1, q is primitive modulo p,
qI1 (modp ). (3)
¹hen an in,nite tower GF(q	
) consisting of ,elds GF(q	 ), j"0, 1, 2,2,
where h

"1, h

"(p!1)p for j51, can be constructed with polynomials
f

(x), irreducible over GF (q	 ), such that f

(x)"x#2#x#x#1
and f

(x)"x!	

where 	

is a root of f

(x), j"2, 3, 4,2.
THEOREM 2[11]. ¸et a ground ,eld GF(q) be given with q,1 (mod 4) and
let c be a non-square in GF (q). ¹hen an in,nite tower GF (q ) consisting of
,elds GF (q), j"0, 1, 2,2, can be constructed with binomials f (x), irreducible
over GF (q ), such that f

(x)"x!c and f

(x)"x!	

where 	

is
a root of f

(x), j"2, 3, 4,2.
Similar results were obtained in [11] for q,3 (mod 4).
The next result [8, Chap. V, Theorem 19] is very important for the present
paper, see also [13, Theorem 2.3.4, Corollary 2.3.6, 14, Theorem 3.7.5].
THEOREM 3 [8]. ¸et 
 be a primitive element of a ,eld GF (q) and let P be an
integer such that all its prime divisors are divisors of q!1.=e assume that v is
an integer with (v, P)"1. ¸et q,1 (mod 4) if P,0 (mod 4). ¹hen monic
polynomials of degree P and order P(q!1)/(v, q!1), irreducible over GF (q),
have the form x!
.
We consider now a modi"cation of the iterative representations from
[10, 11] to obtain an in"nite sequence of irreducible binomials for the case
when
p

 (q!1), k"1, 2,2, t, all p are distinct primes, (4)
q,1 (mod 4) if 23p

, p

,2, p, t51.
Under conditions (4) all prime divisors of an integer P

of the form (1) are
divisors of q!1.
THEOREM 4. ¸et the conditions (4) hold for a ,eld K"GF (q). Assume that
P

"

p

is an integer of the form (1), 
 is a primitive element of the ,eld
K, and a ,eld E"GF (q) is a P

-extension of K with an irreducible binomial
x!
 where v30, 1,2, q!2, (v,P)"1. ¸et 	3E be a root of x!

and let P

"

p

be an integer of the form (1) with (v, P

)"1. ¹hen
x!	 is a polynomial irreducible over the extended ,eld E.
220 AFANASSIEV AND DAVYDOVProof. Since 	 is a root of x!
 we have 	"
. For the integer
P"P

P

"

p

of the form (1) it holds that (v, P)"1 because
(v, P

)"(v, P

)"1. Hence, by Theorem 3, the binomial x!
 is irreducible
overK. Let  be a root of x!
. Then  generates a "eld GF (q) and so the
minimal polynomial of  over E has degree P

. We have "
"	 and
may choose  such that "	. Then x!	 is the minimal polynomial of
 over E and hence x!	 is irreducible over E. 
Under conditions (4) we introduce the integer "

p

.
COROLLARY 1. ;nder conditions of ¹heorem 4 let (v, )"1. ¹hen the
binomial x!	 is irreducible over the extended ,eld E for any integer P

of
the form (1).
Proof. If (v,  )"1 then (v, P

)"1 for any integer P

of the form (1). 
COROLLARY 2. Given a ground ,eld K

"GF(q), a set P"p

, p

,2, p of
prime factors of (q!1), nonnegative integers n

, j"1, 2, 3,2, k"1, 2,2, t,
where n

51 at least for k one for every j, and the conditions (4), assume that
a ,eld K

"GF (q) is a P

-extension of K

with an irreducible binomial
f

(x)"x!


where P

"

p

is an integer of the form (1), 


is
a primitive element of the ,eld K

, v30, 1,2, q!2, (v, )"1. ¹hen an
in,nite P-tower GF (q 2 ) can be obtained by consecutive P

-extensions
over K

with binomials f

(x)"x!	

, irreducible over K

, where
j"2, 3, 4,2,	 is a root of a binomial f, P"p


are integers of
the form (1), and K

"GF (q
	
 
	
 2
	 
 ) is a sub,eld of GF(q 2 ) for
all j"0, 1, 2,2.
Proof. If p

(q!1) then p

 (q!1) for any integer c. So, one can use
Corollary 1 iteratively. 
Remark 1. The conditions (3) are not equivalent to the conditions (4) with
t"1. As a consequence of that, towers based on Theorems 1 and 2 might be
di!erent from P-towers in Corollary 2. By Fermat's little theorem,
p  (q!1) if p is prime and qI0 (mod p). Hence, if p53 and we consider
GF(q) as a ground "eld then a P-tower of Corollary 2 can be constructed.
On the other hand, if p (q!1) then q,1 (modp) and q is not primitive
modulo p. In this case if qO(q ) for any q or q"(q ) where q is not
primitive modulo p then a tower of Theorem 1 cannot be designed. For
example, the towers of Theorem 1 cannot be obtained if p  (q!1) and q is
prime. Note also that a tower of Corollary 2 for t"1, p

"2, n

"1 for all
j coincides with the tower of Theorem 2.
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We give e!ective algorithms of multiplication and multiplicative inversion
for P-towers from Corollary 2. The scheme of fast multiplication of arbitrary
elements A and B of a P-tower reduces one multiplication in the "eld K

on
the jth level to some number of multiplications in the "eld K

on the
( j!1)st level of the tower. So this scheme is adopted to a P-tower structure.
For an element A of a "eld GF (q) we use a polynomial notation A(x) or
just a vector (a

, a

,2, a) of its coe$cients from GF (q). Given A, B3K
we want to compute C"AB or C(x)"A(x)B (x) (mod f

(x)) in the poly-
nomial form where f

(x)"x!

, j"2, 3, 4,2, and
A(x)"
 


a

x, B (x)"
 


b

x, C(x)"
 


c

x,
a

, b

, c

3K

, i"0, 1,2,P.
Let 

"	

3K

and 	

be a root of the monic irreducible polynomial
f

(x). Let the polynomial¹(x)" 

t

x, t

3K

, i"0, 1,2, 2P!2,
of the degree 2P

!2 over K

be the product of A(x) and B (x) and let  be
a positive integer.
Procedure of Fast Multiplication.  Step 1. Given A(x) and B(x) calculate
values ¹(

)"A (

)B (

) in at least 2P

!1 distinct points 

such that
u"1, 2,2, , 2P!14 , and


3
K
 ,
K

,


4 K
  , if j551


4K

 , if j(, (5)
where K
 "q
2 .
 Step 2. Restore the polynomial¹(x) of a degree less than 2P

!1 from
the values ¹ (

), u"1, 2,2, , by the Lagrange interpolation formula.
 Step 3. Calculate C(x)"¹(x) (mod f

(x)) as a remainder of the usual
division procedure.
Remark 2. To obtain values A(

) and B (

) in 

distinct points 

on
Step 1 and restore the polynomial ¹(x) on Step 2 we can multiply the
coe$cient vector of the corresponding polynomial by the proper constant
matrix depending on 

. FFT over the sub"eld K
 is the evident choice to
speed up these calculations. One can use FFT on Step 1 and the correspond-
ing inverse FFT on Step 2. The weight of f

(x) is important for Step 3. The
best case is achieved when f

(x) is a binomial. The used scheme of calculations
is a well known scheme with FFT, which is adopted to a P-tower structure.
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[3] based on the fact that the norm N
 
(A) of an element A from a "eld
K

over a sub"eldK

belongs to this sub"eld [13, 14]; see also (1). Thus, we
have
A3K

"GF (Q ), N
 
(A)"
 


A3K

"GF(Q),
where Q"q2. Using the notation N

(A)"N
 
(A) we de"ne the
adjoint norm Nz

(A) of A as
Nz

(A)"AN

(A)"
 


A. (6)
So, by relation (6) the inversion of A over the given "eld has reduced to
inversion of its norm over a sub"eld
A"Nz

(A)(N

(A)). (7)
For calculation of Nz

(A) we use the following products of exponents


(A)" 



A, (

(A))" 



A, (

(A))
" 



A.
Let ¸

"log

(P

!1) and let B

4¸

#1 be the weight of binary form of
an integer P

!1"

2, 

(

, 

30, 1,2,¸, i"1, 2,2,B .
¹he Procedure of Fast Inversion of A3K

Based on (7).  Step 1. Iterative
calculation of values 

(A), 

(A),2, (A), by the relations


(A)"A, 

(A)"

(A) ) (

(A))

, m"0, 1,2,¸!1.
 Step 2. Calculation of the Nz

(A) value on the base of the binary
representation of the integer P

!1.
Nz

(A)"
(A)



((A))
, R

"

2, i"2, 3,2,B .
 Step 3. Calculation of the norm
N

(A)"A )Nz

(A), where A, Nz

(A)3K

, N

(A)3K

.
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
(A) over the sub"eld K

a"(N

(A)), where a, N

(A)3K

.
 Step 5. Calculation of A in the "eld K

A"a )Nz

(A), a3K

, A, Nz

(A)3K

.
4. COMPLEXITY OF ARITHMETIC
The complexity of a calculation procedure we de"ne as the weighted sum
of the number of arithmetic operations of the prescribed classes. To simplify
analysis we consider only the class of additive operations, multiplication of
two arbitrary elements (nonscalar multiplication), and inversion of an arbit-
rary element. An operation from the additive class we denote as a
P-operation. In the "eld K

, i.e., on the jth level of a P-tower, a P-operation
has the property
C

4P

C

, j51,
where C

is the complexity of an operation over a "eld K

and P

is given by
(1). We qualify as P-operations over K

, the following: addition of two
arbitrary elements from the "eld K

, multiplication of an arbitrary element
from K

by an element from its sub"eld K

, u(j, and multiplication of an
arbitrary element from K

by the constant term 

3K

of the binomial
f

(x)"x!

"x!	

; see Corollary 2. Note that in the poly-
nomial representation 

"	

"(0, 1, 0,2, 0)"x. Hence,
A

(mod f

(x))"
 


a

x (modx!

)"(a
 


, a

, a

,2, a  ).
It is natural to assume that the complexity of rearrangement of coordinates is
not greater than the complexity of multiplication by 

. So multiplication by


is equivalent to a P-operation, indeed.
4.1. Complexity of Multiplication
On the jth level of the P-tower Step 1 takes 

52P

!1 multiplications of
arbitrary elements over the sub"eld K

for calculation of
¹(

)"A (

)B (

). Let 

be the total number of P-operations on this level.
The main content of 

is additions and multiplications by the Fourier
224 AFANASSIEV AND DAVYDOVconstants in FFT procedure on Steps 1 and 2. Another part is calculation of
C(x) on Step 3. Calculation of C(x) as the residue ¹(x) (modx!

) can be
realized by the following rule:
c

"t

#

t

, i"0, 1,2,P!2, c "t  . (8)
By (8), Step 3 contains 2P

!2 additions and multiplications of elements from
K

by 

3K

.
The recursive equations for the complexity of fast multiplication overK
	
in
a P-tower can be written as
M
	
"
	
M
	
#
	
C
	
, C
	
"P
	
C
	
, (9)
where M
	
is the complexity of multiplication in a P-tower K
	
, C
	
is the
complexity of a P-operation overK
	
, andP
	
is given by (1). For a ground "eld
GF(q) the complexity of multiplication isM

and C

is complexity of additive
operation (addition and multiplication by a constant from GF(q)).
THEOREM 5. ¹he exact solution of the recursive system (9) for a P-tower
has the form
M
	
"M

	




#C

	







P

	




. (10)
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on h taking into account the
fact C
	
"C

	

P

, that can be easily veri"ed. 
4.2. Complexity of Inversion
The crucial part of the inversion routine is the calculation of all 

(A) on
Step 1. The kernel of that is raising to a power Q over the "eld K

. Let
D" 

d

x3K

, d

3K

, i"0, 1,2,P!1. Let c  and g  be non-
negative integers such that iQ"c
 
P

#g
 
, g
 
30, 1,2,P!1,
i31, 2,2,P!1. Since d"d and x, (modx! ), we have
D (modx!

)"
 


d

x (modx!

)"
 


d

 

x . (11)
Steps 1 and 2 need raising to the power Q over K

. From (11) we see that
raising to the power Q over K

takes P

!1 multiplications of an element
d

3K

by a constant  

3K

. The complexity of such multiplication is
approximated as complexity of nonscalar multiplication over K

. Addi-
tions in (11) are P-operations over K

. So, raising to the power Q over K

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
!1 nonscalar multiplications over K

and the same number
P-operations over K

. Unlike the multiplication over a "eld K

the algo-
rithm for multiplicative inversion has to use both nonscalar multiplications
over K

and K

.
Let 

(respectively 

) be the number of nonscalar multiplications over
a "eldK

(respectivelyK

) in the inversion algorithm overK

. Let 

be the
number of P-operations over K

in this algorithm. Steps 1 and 2 of the
inversion algorithm contain respectively ¸

and B

!1 nonscalar multiplica-
tions over the "eld K

. Steps 1 and 2 need ¸

#1 and B

!1 raising to the
power Q over K

. Step 3 has one nonscalar multiplication over K

. Step
5 needs P

nonscalar multiplications over K

. Hence for a P-tower with
a P

-extension on the jth level we have


"¸

#B

42¸

#1"2log

(P

!1)#1. (12)
Similarly, since raising to the power Q over K

takes P

!1 nonscalar
multiplications and the same number P-operations over K

(see comment
to (11)), we obtain


"(¸

#B

) (P

!1)#P

, 

"(¸

#B

)(P

!1). (13)
Recursive equations for complexity D
	
of multiplicative inversion in a
P-tower K
	
are
D
	
"D
	
#
	
M
	
#
	
M
	
#
	
C
	
,
M
	
"
	
M
	
#
	
C
	
, C
	
"P
	
C
	
,
(14)
where the last two relations coincide with (9) and D

is the complexity of
inversion for the ground "eld GF (q).
THEOREM 6. ¹he exact solution of the recursive system (14) for a P-tower
has the form
D
	
"D

# 	

(

#

)M

#C

	







P

, 
	
"

"0,
(15)
whereM

is de,ned in ¹heorem 5.
Proof. The proof can be obtained by induction on h. 
Remarks. The estimation of the complexity of calculation in (11) ignores
the complexity of storage and calculation of the constants 

for all i, j, l.
226 AFANASSIEV AND DAVYDOVIt can be simply shown that this additional term does not change the order of
the complexity estimates.
5. ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATES OF COMPLEXITY FOR P-TOWERS
5.1. FF¹ Complexity
Using FFT essentially improves the complexity of arithmetic for P-towers.
FFT of order 

should be used on the jth level of a P-tower where 

must be
a factor of K
 !1 and K is the "eld of FFT constants. So, to use FFT
we have to choose 

such that 2P

!14

(q2!1) where j551,


3K
 , u"1, 2,2,  . To estimate the complexity in a closed form it is
natural to use FFT of an exponential order [9].
A set of possible values for 

can be determined by using the following fact.
Let 
 be a root of an irreducible polynomial x! over GF(q). Then the
smallest power of 
 lying in GF(q) is 
 so that 
 and GF*(q) generate
a subgroup of order P (q!1) of GF*(q). Thus P (q!1) (q!1). Hence, we
can take
2P

!14

"P

 (q2!1), P

P

P
2P , j551, (16)
where 52 is the smallest prime factor of (q!1). IfK

OGF(2 ) then "2,
otherwise 53. By de"nitions (1), (2), and (16), we can choose
n

4S ( j!, i). We need this restriction on n

to embed FFT constants
into some sub"eld on each level of the tower. So, using the FFT brings
a constraint on the tower structure. Let;(n) be the total number of additions
and multiplications by constants in Fourier transform of order n for the
case '1 when both operations belong to additive class. For
FFT Cooley}Tukey, see, e.g., [9], it holds, with the assumption; (p

)42p

,
that
;(P

)"; (p

p
 2p


)4gP
#



p

n
  ,
where g is a positive constant. It is important that the ground "eldGF (q) and,
hence, the set of prime factors p

,2, p are "xed, and the product of them is
a factor of q!1. Thus taking into account (16) we can majorize the complex-
ity of FFT procedure on the jth level of the tower by the inequalities
; (P

)4gP
 #p



n
4gP#(q!1)



n
  , (17)
where p

(p

(2(p

and p

p
2p  (q!1).
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Returning to fast multiplicationwe see that on Steps 1 and 2 FFT carry out
operations with elements a

, b

, t

of a "eld K

. It means, any 51 is
available andK
-K . When 52 is used we haveKLK . Thus,
a "eld of FFT constants is a proper sub"eld of K

and multiplication of
elements a

, b

, t

by FFT constants are P-operations.
In the case "1, FFT constants belong to K
"K. So, we have
multiplication of arbitrary elements by constants in the same "eld which is
not a P-operation. Thus the estimate for 

has to be changed as
2P

#

; (P

). But this changes for the worse the resulting complexity.
Therefore we consider the case '1 further.
Note also that the product of two polynomials of a degree P modulo
a polynomial f (x) of the degree P#1 could not be computed with less then
2(P#1)!t nonscalar multiplications where t is the number of prime factors
of f (x) [9, Sect. 3.8]. Since f

(x) of degree P

is irreducible we have t"1.
Therefore, the bound 2P

!14

should hold; cf. (5) and (16). See also
[17, Sect. 4.3] and references therein where the lower bound is given on the
number of necessary nonscalar multiplications for the product of two poly-
nomials. The value 

"2P

!1 is minimal and usually has to be used if we
apply FFT of some other than exponential order.
Substituting 

"P

and; (P

) instead of 

in (10) we obtain after simple
modi"cation
M
	
(M#gC

!1#
	






p

n
 	
	


P

.
For our purpose it is enough to use only the right estimate from (17), which
leads to the result
M
	
(M#gC

!1#(q!1)
	






n
 	
	


P

. (18)
For the fast inversion procedure the weights 
	
, 
	
, and 
	
in (12), (13), and
(15) can be estimated as


42log

(P

!1)#1(2 

n

log(q!1), (19)


(2 

n

log(q!1)#P

, 

(2 

n

log(q!1). (20)
228 AFANASSIEV AND DAVYDOVSubstitution of these weights and (18) into (15) is evident. The only nontrivial
thing is related to the estimation of 	

 

n

in (18).
5.3. Optimization of the ¹ower: General Case
The goal of optimization is to diminish 	

 

n

in (18) by
optimization of the tower structure. We de"ne the optimized P-tower as
a tower with exponentially growing  

n

. Taking into account (2), (16),
and the conditions n

4S ( j!, i) we can write the following approxima-
tion for N ( j )" 

n

N( j)"S( j!), S ( j)"S ( j!1)#N( j ), N( j)"N( j!1)#N ( j!),
(21)
where S ( j )" 

S ( j, i) and j'51. The well known solution forN( j ) of
the recursion (21) is a linear combination of exponents of all roots of the
characteristic equation z!z!1"0. This equation has exactly one real
positive root 
. For our purpose it is su$cient to use the exponential
approximationN( j )"c
 for j', where c is a positive constant. By direct
substitution one can check that 
"2 for "1 and 1(
(2 for 52.
Since 244p

4(q!1) we can take "2 to get an upper estimate of
N(u). Thus we obtain
N( j)"c
, 	

N (u)4 c

!
4
c

2!
 for '1. (22)
Now we are ready to formulate the "nal result on complexity of arithmetic
for a "nite "eld which is designed as a tower.
THEOREM 7. Given a ground ,eld GF(q) and a subset P"p

, p

,2, p of
prime factors of (q!1) let N( j)" 

n

be majorized by exponent c
,
where 1(
42. ¹hen for the corresponding (optimized) P-tower K
	
designed
by iterative extensions of the degree P

"p

p
 2p


the asymptotic upper
estimates of complexity of multiplication M
	
and inversion D
	
, which are
reduced to arithmetic operations over the ground ,eld, are
M
	
(g

	
	


P

for '1, (23)
D
	
(g

M
	

	 log

(q!1)(g

(2)	
	


P

for '1, (24)
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
are positive and independent of h and  is the minimal
prime factor of q!1, 24 (q!1).
Proof. The relationN( j)" 

n

"S ( j!), j', means that we use
the maximal values of n

satisfying (16) on every jth level of a P-tower with
j'. The estimate (23) follows from (18), (21), and (22).
By (23), for large h we haveM
	
M
	
. By using this fact the inequalities
(24) follow from (15) with substitutions (19) instead of 

and (20) instead of 

and 

, where N(h)4c
	42	 from (22). Then using (23) we obtain both
inequalities of (24). 
To show our result for the P-tower in the form comparable with the
SchoK nhage}Strassen estimate [16] we can rewrite (23) and (24) as functions of
the "eld cardinality Q. Let Q

"q2. Then logQ

"P

P
2P log q and
log logQ

(

 

n

log q(2	 log q according to the conditions (22)
and the proof of Theorem 7. Then we getM
	
of (23) andD
	
of (24) for '1 as
functions of Q
	
of the following type:
M
	
KO(logQ
	
log logQ
	
), 14Klog

, (25)
D
	
KO (logQ
	
log logQ
	
). (26)
So, the asymptotic estimate (25) for complexity of multiplication in a P-tower
of a "nite "eld is very similar to the asymptotic estimate by SchoK nh-
age}Strassen for integer multiplication.
5.4. ¹he=orst Case
To demonstrate how the complexity estimate depends on the tower struc-
ture we consider one particular case when t"1 and all n

"1. This case is
called a p-tower. So we have p (q!1) and P

"p. Then S(h)"h and
K
	
"GF(q	 ). Other changes in (9) and (14) are 

", 

", 

",


", 

", for all j.
THEOREM 8. ¸et K
	
be a p-tower. ¹hen the exact solutions of the recursive
systems (9) and (14) for the p-tower are
M
	
"M#
C


!p	!
C


!p p	, (27)
D
	
"D

#(M

#) #
!1 	!
(p#)!
p!1 p	#m, (28)
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" C
!p , m"M!
 (M

#) (# )
!1 !
p(#)#
p!1 .
Proof. We use (10) and the relation 	!p	"(!p)	

p	 for
the estimate (27). Substitution of (27) into (15) and the fact
	!1"(!1)	

 give the estimate (28). 
We consider an asymptotic estimate for the fast multiplication algorithm.
We do not use FFT here because p is constant and it might be that the
e!ective FFT of the order  does not exist for  comparable with 2p.
Step 1 contains approximately 4(p!1) additions and multiplications to
obtain values A() and B () in  distinct points 

. Step 2 can be executed as
multiplication of ¹(x) by the (2p!2)(2p!2) constant matrix. All opera-
tions mentioned are P-operations. Taking into account (5) and (8), we have in
(9), (gp. As above, g and g

are positive constants independent of h. Given
"2p!1(2p in (27) we get the following asymptotic upper estimate of
multiplication complexityM
	
for a p-tower K
	
,
M
	
(M#
C


p!1 2	p	((M#gpC )2	p	(g2	p	. (29)
Now we consider the fast multiplicative inversion algorithm. By (12) and
(13) with n

"1, we have for a p-tower
(g

p, (2p log

p#p, (2 log

p, (2p log

p.
In (28), m is independent of h. From (28) we get the following asymptotic
upper estimate of inversion complexity D
	
for a p-tower K
	
,
D
	
(M#
C


p!1 (3 log p#0.5)2	p	(g2	p	. (30)
Comparing (29) and (30) we see that the asymptotic complexities of multipli-
cation and multiplicative inversion for a p-tower have the same order. Using
FFT does not improve much the asymptotic estimates of the complexity for
p-towers. Rewriting (29) and (30) through the "eld cardinality we have
M
	
+D
	
+(logQ) where Q"q	.
So, the optimized P-tower has much better complexity estimates (25) and
(26). The p-tower gives the worst case which is not so bad for the medium "eld
size and it is very di$cult to "nd a better scheme for small enough "nite "elds.
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The main result of the current paper is a demonstration of a general
P-tower with good asymptotic estimates of arithmetic complexity. We would
like to note that the tower structure is very rich in spite of it not being
universal. In itself a P-tower is a rich enough object. Nevertheless it can be
generalized in di!erent directions by using the same technology of fast
calculations in a tower. For example, two generalizations of tower structures
of the current paper can be given.
The tower structures can be supplemented with levels of a -extension
where  is the ground "eld characteristic. It is known that an irreducible
trinomial x!x!	 exists for any . So, reducing a polynomial by the
modulo trinomial of this form is a little bit more complex than for the
irreducible binomial. Thus iterative construction of a tower can be de"ned
by a sequence of integers P

, P

,2,P	 of the form (1) where additionally
some of P

". The resulting complexity for this case has the same bounds
as the worst and the best estimates for the P-tower.
The next generalization is also almost evident. Each level of a tower can be
treated as a new (intermediate) ground "eld. Thus an expanded set of prime
factors can be used on succeeding levels of the tower.
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